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A High Available Multi-Controller Structure for SDN and Placement of Multi-Controllers of 

SDN with Optimized K-means Algorithm 

Bilal BABAYİĞİT1, Banu ULU1* 

ABSTRACT: Facilitating the management of the traditional networks, Software Defined Networking 

(SDN), separates data plane and control plane, so providing advantages such as programmability, 

flexibility, and cost-effective configuration. But, SDN has some problems such as security, 

infrastructure, single-point-of-failure, and controller placement. A single-point-of-failure problem can 

be solved with a multi-controller; however, it needs to be improved. The most critical issue in solving 

the multi-controller placement problem is minimizing latency between controllers and their associated 

switches. In this paper, an SDN-based multi-controller system using Docker-swarm mode is presented 

to solve the single-point-of-failure problem, and using the presented system, the multi-controller 

placement problem is solved with optimized k-means (Opk-means) in order to reduce the end-to-end 

latency. The experimental results show that the proposed testbed provides a high availability control 

plane for multi-controller, and the Opk-means algorithm significantly reduces the latency when 

compared to the standard k-means in the testbed. 

Keywords: Software defined network, docker swarm mode, multi-controller, controller placement, 

optimized k-means 
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INTRODUCTION 

Big data, cloud services, and the Internet of Things (IoT) are new computing and information 

technologies. These technologies fundamentally change the way we store, obtain, and transfer 

information and data. However, these changes are increasing the requirement for a new network because 

traditional network architectures have several limitations such as complicated management, seller 

dependent network, predefined policies of communication devices (such as layer three switches and the 

router), and also they are improper for the dynamic computing, communication technologies, and source 

capabilities. Software defined networking (SDN) (McKeown, 2009; Nunes et al., 2014) is a promising 

network technology that eliminates the limitations of the traditional network. The main idea of SDN is 

to achieve a programmable network and to improve the network performance by decoupling the control 

plane and data plane. The planes have different responsibilities; while the overall behavior of the network 

is managed by the control plane, the process of sending and receiving data to other devices in the network 

is performed with the data plane. So, the data plane is kept the same as in the traditional network, but 

the control plane is isolated and moved to a central location within the network named controller. The 

network manager can determine and produce the rules and policies of the routing devices with the 

assistance of the SDN controller(s), according to the requirements. It is accepted that SDN, network has 

a single controller. However, with the enlargement of the SDN network, a single controller cannot meet 

the comprehensive management requirements (Lu et al., 2019). To develop the reliability and scalability 

of the network and to avoid the single-point-of-failure, the multi-controller network architecture is 

proposed. In a multi-controller system, new controllers are created on different machine containers to 

improve SDN control plane availability and to enable continuously processing controller. The machines 

can be real computer systems or container-based virtualization systems. Today, one of the commonly 

used container-based virtualization machines is Docker (Bella et al., 2018). 

Docker is an open-source project that automates software deployment using Linux containers 

(Nguyen and Bein, 2017). Docker runs on macOS, Linux distributions, Windows, and various cloud 

service providers. In contrast to virtual machines, Docker containers are much more functional and do 

not require a real secondary operating system owing to the advanced level of abstraction that virtualizes 

only operating system. Managing several containers is a difficult task in creating a single virtual system. 

On multiple machines, managing a cluster of Docker Engines is solved by Docker-swarm mode. Swarm 

mode combines the orchestration ability of Docker-swarm into Docker Engine, which is the layer 

between the operating system and the container images. The Swarm is controlled through a swarm 

manager to orchestrate and schedule the containers. Also, Swarm has scheduling capabilities to provide 

enough resources for spanned containers. Swarm dedicates containers to underlying nodes and optimizes 

the resources by automatically scheduling the container. 

Deployed multi-controllers typically must rapidly establish new flows and synchronize global 

network views to be supported several network applications. This creates a Controller Placement 

Problem (CPP). CPP mentions how to place controllers in an SDN-enabled network to reduce the overall 

latency and how many numbers of SDN controllers required for a reliable and flexible network 

processing and how to distribute associated switches. The overall latency is important in SDN because 

the control process of the network is decoupled from simplified switches, and all functions of the 

network are realized through message exchanging between switches and controllers. Overall latency 

contains the queuing latency and end-to-end latency, which includes packet transmission latency, switch 

processing latency, and propagation latency (Wang et al., 2018). Recent studies on the overall latency 

problem have been focused on the reducing of packet propagation latency by using artificial intelligence 
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techniques. In these studies, artificial intelligence techniques such as genetic algorithm (Hu et al., 2017; 

Sanner et al., 2017; Ahmadi and Khorramizadeh, 2018; Huang et al., 2019), particle swarm algorithm 

(Sahoo et al., 2017; Liao and Leung, 2017), POCO (Lange et al., 2015) and k-means (Wang et al., 2016) 

are used. 

The k-means algorithm MacQueen (MacQueen, 1967) is used to solve the clustering problems and 

is one of the basic unsupervised learning algorithms. K-means has a simple procedure to classify a given 

data set through a determined number of clusters (assume k clusters). It chooses randomly initial centers 

and calculates the distance with Euclidean distance for clustering. So, this algorithm cannot be directly 

implemented to partition network topologies. In recent studies (Wang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018) k-

means algorithms are used to divide the network into different sub-networks for CPP. In these studies, 

the smallest maximum latency times of the algorithms are compared. 

In this paper, we implement an SDN-based multi-controller system using Docker-swarm mode, 

and multi-controller placement with optimized k-means (Opk-means) is proposed to reduce the end-to-

end latency. If the controller connection has failed, high uptime cannot be achieved in the multi-

controller structure.  In the proposed system, a new controller is automatically created by Docker swarm 

mode whether the controller is disconnected from the Docker swarm. The high uptime problem is solved 

by Docker-swarm mode. However, in Docker-swarm mode, the controllers are randomly selected. That 

is, if one of the controllers shuts down, the controller that will replace it is selected randomly. This 

prevents the stable configuration of the network structure. To solve this problem, standard k-means 

(Stdk-means) and Opk-means algorithms are proposed. The Opk-means clustering algorithm is applied 

to the Ulaknet dataset of Turkey in order to optimally solve for CPP in a multi-controller structure with 

Docker-swarm mode. In contrast to the previous studies (Wang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018), in the 

paper, the Opk-means algorithm used to determine the number of controllers according to the minimum 

latency and reduce the end-to-end latency which directly affects the overall latency. With an Opk-means 

algorithm, eliminating the disadvantages of the Stdk-means algorithm, the end-to-end latency time of 

the CPP is reduced to an optimum level. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Optimized k-means (Opk-means) 

The Stdk-means algorithm (MacQueen, 1967) involves four main steps: 

I. Initialize k clusters and separate one center to each cluster using random sampling. 

II. Separate nodes into one of the clusters based on Euclidean distance. 

III. Calculate again centroid for each cluster. 

IV. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until there is no change in each cluster. 

The Stdk-means algorithm cannot be applied directly to network partitioning topologies because, 

k-means algorithm randomly chooses initial centers using Euclid distances. However, the centroid place, 

where the controller is placed, is not guaranteed. In order to eliminate, the k -means algorithm should be 

optimized. 

In the first step in the Opk-means algorithm, the central node of the network is randomly selected. 

Thus, the algorithm will learn better the main center of the network. In the second step, the shortest path 

from the centroid to all nodes is selected. Each node that has infinite distance at the beginning is assigned 

to the cluster closest to it. The Dijkstra algorithm is used to select the shortest path. In the third step, the 

centroid is updated to minimize the sum of the shortest distance from all points. The procedure is ongoing 

until the network is eventually divided into k sub-networks, which is selected according to the minimum 

latency time parameter determined.  During each partition, the algorithm can reduce the maximum end-
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to-end latency between controllers and their related nodes. So, the maximum latency is importantly 

reduced compared with the standard clustering algorithms such as k-means. 

Methods 

This study is organized into two parts. First, a multiple controller structure is designed and 

implemented by using Docker to solve the problems caused by a single controller. Docker swarm mode 

is used to create a new controller when one of the controllers cannot be reached. Second, an Opk-means 

algorithm is applied to solve the CPP caused by these controllers.  

The experimental setup is as follows: First, it is performed on Linux 16.04 operating system. The 

computer used for the study has an i7 processor with 8 GB Ram capacity. The SDN topology is created 

in a mininet (Anonymous, 2013) simulation environment. Floodlight (Anonymous, 2012) is used as a 

controller. Docker (Anonymous, 2013) containers are installed on the Odroid mc1. The jupyter notebook 

is used to distribute the controllers according to the Opk-means algorithm. 

The block diagram of the proposed structure created with Docker swarm mode is shown in Figure 

1. The controllers must be created in floodlight. For this purpose, IP, port numbers, and the node ID of 

each controller should be given in the setting files. Also, a leader is selected among the active controllers. 

The necessary topology is created in the mininet emulator to see that the active controllers run efficiently. 

 

 
Figure 1. The diagram of the structure created with docker- swarm mode 

Odroid mc1 devices are used in order to build the multiple-controller structure in the test 

environment. The Docker system is installed on the Odroid mc1. The Docker system is used to resume 

the system running in case of failure to one of the controllers. The controllers are not installed directly 

on a server; instead of this, the controller is started as a service in the Docker system. Thus, the controller 

is always accessible from different devices. Docker files are used to create the Docker image. The 

controllers are turned into an image file. This image file is started as a service in Docker-swarm mode. 

The controller's 8080 port is transposed as 8090 and initialized with one replica. The purpose of one 
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replica is to ensure that one controller is active in the system. The structure created with Docker-swarm 

mode implemented is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The structure created with docker-swarm mode 

Also, visualizer has installed to display active nodes. Which nodes operate the created services can 

be actively monitored. This system is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Controller monitoring system 
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The services in the Figure 3 are running on node one and node two. However, in the event of any 

disconnection, another node becomes active and can run with other controllers. There is no latency when 

selecting the controller. As the controller information is automatically copied to the selected controller, 

the controller accesses the network information from that copy. Thus, the latency time to scan the 

network is eliminated. 

We carry out experiments to observe and investigate the performance of the Opk-means algorithm 

under the proposed implemented multi-controller scheme in the SDN-based network, as mentioned 

above. Also, to evaluate the Opk-means algorithm, we compare it with the Stdk-means algorithm. 

CPP is to determine which controller should be placed and which switches are under the control 

of which controller. Opk-means algorithm is to solve CPP of the controllers operating on Dockers, and 

the Stdk-means algorithm is used in terms of the Opk-means algorithm, the number, and location of the 

controllers are determined and is intended to minimizing the end-to-end delay between the controllers. 

Unlike Stdk-means, in the proposed Opk-means algorithm, k parameter varies according to the 

determined minimum milliseconds value of the end-to-end latency. The Turkey-UlakNet dataset 

(Anonymous, 2010) from the Topology Zoo website is considered to analyze the proposed k-means, and 

Stdk-means algorithm in order to precisely determine the controller location is used. First, the Ulaknet 

data set for the controller and switch points to be placed are obtained from the Topology Zoo database. 

The Ulaknet data set contains latitude and longitude information of cities. The haversine formula is 

applied to the cities with latitude and longitude information so that the distance between the cities is 

measured. The obtained distance values are kept in an array. Besides, two separate functions are created 

to find the distance of the controllers to the controllers and the controllers to the switches. These 

functions measure the shortest distances with the Dijkstra shortest path finding algorithm. Opk-means 

algorithm and the Stdk-means algorithm are run with these functions. The latency is determined as the 

limiting factor to k in Opk-means. Opk-means algorithm and Stdk-means algorithm steps are applied, 

and the system is started. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The data obtained as a result of the study are mapped by the graph method. Figure 4 shows the 

results obtained with Opk-means, and Figure 5 shows the results obtained with the Stdk-means.  

In the figures, the controllers are listed in the first. Also, the area which the controller is has, is 

given in a different color and shape to distinguish it from other controllers. 
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Figure 4. Opk-means algorithm for determined latency times (millisecond: ms). (a) one ms (b) two ms 

(c) three ms (d) four ms (e) five ms 

 

 

 

 

(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

(e)  
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Figure 5. Stdk-means algorithm for determined numbers of controllers. (a) two controllers (b) three 

controllers (c) four controllers (d) five controllers (e) six controllers (f) seven controllers 

In the Stdk-means algorithm, the number of controllers is determined externally by us. Moreover, 

in this algorithm, control plane is randomly selected, so the latency between the controllers does not 

change by stable, as shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Relationship between maximum latency with controller number in Stdk-means algorithm 

(a)  (b)  

(c)  

(e)  

(d)  

(f)  
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In the Opk-means algorithm, the number of controllers is determined by the maximum latency 

time given. As shown in Figure 7 the higher the number of controllers, the lower the end-to-end latency 

between controllers to switches and between controllers to controllers. The k-means algorithm is applied 

after finding the shortest paths on the whole map, and the controllers are placed with the shortest 

distance, so the location of the controllers is stable. 

 
Figure 7. Relationship between maximum latency with controller number in Opk-means algorithm 

The last studies (Wang et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018) are focused on comparing the maximum 

latency times of different k-means algorithms for CPP. In these studies, the network is divided according 

to the number of subnetworks specified. However, in CPP, how many controllers to choose is one of the 

major issues. In this study, the Opk-means algorithm is proposed as a new algorithm that reduces both 

end-to-end latency and determines the number of controllers according to the minimum latency. In order 

to compare our algorithm with the results obtained in previous studies, the k-means algorithm is used to 

divide the network into subnetworks with the determined network segmentation parameter. This Stdk-

means algorithm is compared with the improved Opk-means algorithm, for network segmentation and 

end-to-end latency methods. These algorithms' performances are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 

As a result, the Opk-means algorithm is more stable than the Stdk-means algorithm. Since the 

initial selection and subsequent selections are randomized in the Stdk-means algorithm, the output of 

each run result is different. However, the Opk-means algorithm proceeds, finding the shortest path, so 

that the output remains the same in all algorithms run. Also, in the Stdk-means algorithm, the number of 

controllers must be given as external user input. The number of controllers is a parameter that must be 

solved for the CPP. So, the number of controllers in terms of the latency time is determined by the Opk-

means algorithm. In the Opk-means algorithm proposed in the study, it is enough to determine the 

latency time. Thus, with the Opk-means algorithm, a more feasible solution is obtained, and end-to-end 

latency is optimally determined for the CPP. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a highly available SDN architecture is presented to overcome the single-point-of-

failure in the multi-controllers. Also, an optimized algorithm is proposed for the optimal placement of 

the controllers. The proposed architecture uses Docker-Swarm Mode to allow one controller to work as 

a service in case of the failure of the first controller. Thus, this architecture enables continuous controller 

operation. To provides the stable configuration of the network structure Opk-means algorithm is 

proposed. The Opk-means algorithm is used to determine the number of controllers according to the 

minimum latency and reduce the end-to-end latency which directly affects the overall latency. The Opk-
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means algorithm is more stable than the Stdk-means algorithm so eliminating the disadvantages of the 

Stdk-means algorithm. In the Opk-means algorithm, is reduced the end-to-end latency time of the CPP 

to the optimum latency. 
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